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American Pie 2 (2001) Quiz 2

1. When he believes Stiflers Mum has turned up, who is Finch disappointed to learn who has arrived 
instead? 

2. Nadia unexpectedly arrives early, why is Jim upset about this?

3. Whilst pretending to be in a relationship with Jim, what does Michelle realise?

4. As the party begins, who does Jim realise he is in love with?

5. What is Michelle doing when Jim interrupts her to bring her back to the party?

6. Due to his geeky persona, who is seduced by Nadia?

7. Why is Kevin disappointed with the guest Vicky has brought to the party with her?

8. Oz is happy when her unexpectedly arrives early to the party?

9. Who admits to Jim, Oz, and Finch that he is struggling to move on after high school?

10. Who does Kevin apologise to when he returns to the party with Jim, Oz and Finch?

11. The two females Stifler believed where lesbians arrive at the party and do what to Stifler?

12. As the group prepare to leave, a car pulls up that Finch gets into. Who is in the car?

Sphinx Phoenix 
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Stifler's younger brother
2. His penis has not fully healed
3. She has fallen in love with him
4. Michelle
5. Her concert performance
6. Sherman

7. He's her date
8. Heather
9. Kevin
10. Vicky
11. Have a threesome with him
12. Stifler's mum

Sphinx Phoenix American Pie 2 (2001) Quiz 2

1. When he believes Stiflers Mum has turned up, who is Finch disappointed to learn who has arrived 
instead? 

2. Nadia unexpectedly arrives early, why is Jim upset about this?

3. Whilst pretending to be in a relationship with Jim, what does Michelle realise?

4. As the party begins, who does Jim realise he is in love with?

5. What is Michelle doing when Jim interrupts her to bring her back to the party?

6. Due to his geeky persona, who is seduced by Nadia?

7. Why is Kevin disappointed with the guest Vicky has brought to the party with her?

8. Oz is happy when her unexpectedly arrives early to the party?

9. Who admits to Jim, Oz, and Finch that he is struggling to move on after high school?

10. Who does Kevin apologise to when he returns to the party with Jim, Oz and Finch?

11. The two females Stifler believed where lesbians arrive at the party and do what to Stifler?

12. As the group prepare to leave, a car pulls up that Finch gets into. Who is in the car?
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